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REFORM AND GOVERNANCE IN THE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION:

THE CASE OF COLOMBIA

For generations Latin American nations have been struggling toward

national development, in each case at differing speeds with differing

motivations and economic formulas. The experience of all modernising

nations has been that it is no simple task to forge the economic, po-

litical, social and educational processes into a forceful infrastructure

which can accelerate the rate of development.

At the focal point of the infrastructure which drives the complex

development machinery of a nation is the administrative process; a pro-

cess which ought to be continually adapted to the steady changes in

national needs. All too often, however, Latin American nations have

paid scant attention to their administrative processes and as a result

thelr development programs have frequently floundered because of an in-

ability to plan, organize and execute decisions effectively as well as

deliver resources with precision and dispatch. Colombia has historically

been one of these nations, and this study is an attempt to document and

analyze that nation's effort to resolve this problem in its educational

institution through the process of organizational and administrative
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reform. Within the administrative process the central concept under ob-

servation will be decision-making in the Ministry of Education.

Working within the context of organizational theory, the study will

be reported in three stages. The first reports on the pre-reform era in

which a condition of administrative "semi-anarchy" (as it was frequently

described) in the separate states prohibited the Ministry from develop-

ing a more effective use of human and material resources. The second

stage compares the reform plan with the realities of the reform four

years after initiation, along with an explanation of the principle phe-

nomenon which created the differences. Lastly, the writer will specu-

late on how the reform might continue developing in the future.

An on site, field research methodology was used to gather data in

the years 1965, 1969 and 1973. Interviews were conducted throughout the

Ministry of Education as well as in many of the individual states of the

nation. Also, numerous libraries and files were opened to the research-

er. As in all field studies, organizational patterns of activity were

sought out and isolated esoteric incidents were not incorporated into

the findings. It seems appropriate to begin this paper with a statement

of the educational problem Colombia is facing during the decade of the

1970s.

The Challenge to Educational Change

The educational system in Colombia today ". . .is shifting from the

still predominant classic, elitist oriented, sharply peaking educational

pyramid, toward a broader, technically oriented system wore responsive

to the development needs of the country and to the civic, economic, and
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social needs of its citizens."' During the decade of the 1960s, the

growth rate in the educational sector increased dramatically, placing

great stress on the system as it tried to meet the social demand for edu-

cation. From 1960 to 1968 the primary school enrollment increased ap-

proximately 60 percent (from 1.7 to 2.7 million), secondary enrollment

increased approximately 136 percent (from 250 to 590 thousand), and high-

er education enrollment increased approximately 200 percent (from 23 to

68 thousand).
2

The educational problem had many front lines which had to be en-

gaged simultaneously, and one of them was illiteracy. The last literacy

census in 1964 placed the illiteracy rate, from the age of fifteen and

above, at 27.1 percent.
3

The qualitative and quantitative productivity

of the educational system also needed upgrading. In 1970 the Minister

of Education reported that of every 1000 children of elementary age only

770 manage to enroll, and of that figure 216 will graduate from primary

school, 37 will graduate from secondary school, and 11 will graduate

from the university.
4

The challenge to the national leadership ;-harged with planning for

the decade of the 1970s was clear. If the pace of socio-economic devel-

opment were to be increased, the educational system would have to be re-

formed, and a central part of any such reform would have to modify its

problem-ridden organizational and administrative infrastructure.

The next section will present a conceptual frame work within which

the paper will examine specific administrative processes of the educa-

tional system.
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The Ministry as a Complex Organization

A society is made up of numerous social mechanisms called organiza-

tions which are designed to bring human and material resources to bear

on ongoing problems. Talcott Parsons, one of the leading social thinkers

of our time, conceives of an organization as a social system composed of

various subSystems (e.g. branches, groups).embedded within a wider social

system such as a community or a nation. The idea of a system within a

system is central to his thinking.5 The public educational system to be

observed in this study is made up of the Ministry of Education and the

23 subsystems which consist of the 22 state educational systems and the

Federal District of Bogota. As an organizational design, this system is

not unlike a corporate structure with the head office in one city and

branches spread throughout the country.

An organization cannot, of course, be made up of a random collection

of human behaviors. In the human collectivity that makes up an organi-

zation, there must be a set of structures and processes which give it

purpose and direction. Amite& Etziohi defines the special characteris-

tics that make up an organization as: a division of labor, the presence

of one or more power centers which controls the concerted efforts of the

organization, and a process to provide for the substitution of unsatis-

factory personnel.
6

Richard Scott adds the need for ". . .a normative

order, authority ranks, a communication system, and an incentive system

which enables various types of participants to work together in the pur-

suit of common goals. "1

A key element which ties together most of the characteristics listed
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is the concept of ggliatipalalrat control. Organizational control is a

necessary ingredient in structuring the behavior of members toward what

Chester Barnard has referred to as effectiveneal. That is, the attain-

ment of the formal objectives of the organization.
8

In structuring the

behavior of others it is necessary that the organization, as Herbert

Simon says, ". . .takes from the individual some of his decisional au-

.

tonomy, and substitutes for it an organization decision-making process."
9

Decisions can usually be classified as to type, and different types

of decisions are usually made at specific levels of the hierarchy. Policy

and procedural decisions, for example, are usually made at the top of the

hierarchy because they establish objectives and select procedures for

achieving those objectives. Executive decisions are usually made at the

middle levels and routine administrative decisions at the lower levels

of the hierarchy.
10

In the final analysis, as Daniel Griffiths points

out, "The specific function of administration is to develop and regulate

11
the decision-making process in the most effective manner possible."

Even though the decision-making process is of primary importance to

this research, other organizational variables brought out in the concep-

tual framework will be evident because of their essential role toward

achieving organizational effectiveness. They are: (a) power and author-

ity, (b) communication processes, (c) personnel processes, (d) normative

order (governing regulations), and (e) incentive systems (rewards and

negative sanctions).

The next section of this paper examines the organizational and ad-

ministrative problems that necessarily had to be resolved if the nation

was to meet successfully the educational challenges it faced for the 1970s.
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The Pre-reform Decisional Problem
12

The Colombian Constitution establishes a federal system of government

and provides for an educational organization to parallel this form through

the existence of national, state, municipal, and private school systems.

The President appoints a Minister of Education and delegates to him the

authority tr establish educational policy covering all the school systems

in the country.

Ideally, the national, state, municipal and private schools will act

in concert pursuant of the Ministry policies, and thus project the total-

ity of the educational effort directly toward the development goals of

the nation. Unfortunately, this has rarely proven to be the case and an

excessive, and frequently illegitimate, decentralization of decision-

making crept into the educational organization and, as Yvon Lebot points

out, served as ". . .the root of its disorganizdtion."
13

Basically, two

factors contributed to this decentralized condition: the first was a

Constitutional separation of powers between the Ministry and the state

governments, as well as the private school systems; and the second was

the pattern of student enrollments.

State School Governance

As a governing body, each state has a popularly elected assembly,

however, the governor is appointed by the President of the Republic.

The Constitution establishes the governor as the chief administrative

officer of the state, thus giving him control of the administration of

all state schools in his sector.
14

The governor of each state appoints

a secretary of education who is the state's chief educational officer.



The secretary of education is responsible to the governor and the state

assembly and not to the Minister of Education. This structural feature

was at the crux of the pre-reform decisional problems in Colombia because,

. . .the degree of administrative autonomy that each secretariat had in

relation to the Minister of Education was almost total."
15

As Figure 1

.illustrates, there was a clean break in the organizational hierarchy

between the Minister of Education at the national level and the govern-

ing officials at the state level.

Figure 1 about here

Although theoretically bound by the guidelines of Ministry policy,

the executive decision-making authority reserved to the states was con-

siderable. For example, the secretary of education would prepare the

budget, purchase materials, supervise instructional programs, conduct in-

service training programs, and hire, fire, promote and transfer personnel.

The only schools the Ministry directly controls are the national

schools. The last educational census reported that only 1 percent of the

primary and 6.5 percent of the secondary school students were enrolled in

national schools.
16

These data point out that the administration of pri-

mary and secondary education prior to the 1968 reform tended to reside

in the hands of state and private school officials and outside the direct

control of the Ministry of Education.

Tools of Control

As stated previously, the Ministry of Education dictated policy and

the individual etates and private schools executed policy. Action-
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oriented decisions (as distinguished from policy decisions) were made at

the state level, and the Ministry had limited legal authority as well as

manpower to intervene. The Constitution did, however, provide a mechan-

ism intended to bridge the gap between the Ministry and the'state and

private school systems.

The Constitution says that the nation has ". . .supreme inspection

and vigilance of teaching institutions, both private and public. . ."17

A corps of inspectors exist which theoretically have the responsibility

of transmitting the rules and regulations of the Ministry, providing

guidance and supervision services, and reporting on irregular practices

discovered in the various school systems. These inspectors, however,

work almost exclusively at the task of individual school accreditation

and do not involve themselves in state decision-making processes.
18

The Minister of Education (and his immediate subordinates) tended

to be the primary instrument of control. The extent of his control,

however, was based on informal pressures he could bring to bear on ob-

stinate governors and secretaries of education because he had very lim-

ited powers of command. If a governor was clearly stepping beyond ac-

t

ceptable limits and the Minister was unable to convince him of the error

of his ways, as a last recourse the issue could be called to the atten-

tion of the President. This approach, however, places the only direct

line of control at the level of a "last recourse."

Consequences of a Frail Control Stucture

Since 1961, the national government has been contributing to the

state budgets an ever increasing proportion of the funds necessary to

pay the primary school teachers (which represents by far the largest
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budgeted item in education). By 1973 approximately 60 percent of these

salaries were being paid by national monies, 25 percent by state and

municipal funds, and the rest by other agencies.
19

Prior to the 1968 reform, however, even though the Ministry of

Education specifically earmarked its contribution for the salaries of

teachers in state schools, once the money entered the accounts of the

state treasury the Minister would lose control of the funds to the state

governor. One former Minister of Education spoke of the impotence of his

office in ensuring the correct usage of this money.

When we sent funds to the state treasuries, we had no way to
control or supervise these funds to ensure they were used
correctly, for instance, to appoint teachers by merit and with
proper credentials. These funds of the nation would often get
confused with funds of the state governments and would be used
in any given state for purposes other than education. In
numerous states I saw cases where the use of the national edu-
cation funds were abused, such as hiring teachers that really
didn't work in the schools but in offices of the state govern-
ment.

Also, money earmarked for education was often used for building

roads or constructing buildings rather than paying teachers' salaries.

Many observers pointed out a particularly notorious personnel practice

that traditionally would develop around election time in numerous states.

Scores of teachers would be hired for the political rather than the

educational returns they could generate.

As might be guessed, many state educational systems often had dif-

ficulty meeting their monthly payrolls and on various occasions the

teachers would have to wait up to six or more months to receive their

pay. During the last decade, the FEDCODE (Colombian Federation of Edu-

cators) unions conducted approximately 80 strikes, the majority of which

were motivated to obtain unpaid salaries.
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Perhaps one of the most visible violations of Ministry policy came

with the state hiring of teachers who did not meet the Ministry's estab-

lished minimum qualifications. In 1968, approximately 23 percent of the

public primary school teachers did not meet the minimum standards estab-

listed by the Ministry, and approximately 70 percent of this number taught

20
in rural schools. Also, it was not at all uncommon for the state gov-

ernments to hire teachers when no money had been budgeted to pay them.

Clearly, the nation had to find a way to cast a strong bridge across

the administrative ravine separating the Ministry from the state school

systems. The educational reform of 1968 attacked the state school prob-

lem in an extremely clever and intriguing fashion through the creation

of a program called (FER) Fondos Educativos Rezionales (Regional Educa-

tional Funds).

Tie FER Promm

In December of 1968, the President of Colombia signed the now famous

Decree 3157 which began a many faceted attack on the educational prob-

lems of the nation.
21

One facet was a reorganization of the Ministry,

which brought forth a clear statement reinforcing its historic decision-

making role. "The Ministry will have the role of formulating educational

policy, coordinating its execution at the national level, supervising the

operation of other organizations in the educational sector (state, munic-

ipal, and private), and serving as financing coordinator."
22

g.

It is the writer's opinion that the FER program was designed to put

"enforcement teeth" into this historic mission. In its creation, however,

the program had to be developed in a delicate and tactful way so as to



violate neither Constitutional "states rights" nor create a political

storm. In other words, a way had to be found which would induce the

state governments to give up their autonomy voluntarily.

Although it wtts not stated as such, the key to the FER program was

the national money which year after year had been,sent to the individual

ststeo to help finance state education, Under the FER program each gov-

ernor was asked to sign a contract with the nation which contained nu-

merous constraining clauses. The governors were not required to sign

the contract; however, underlying the offer was the understandin that

if any state did not sign, it mould not receive any more national money

to support state education. That loss would have resulted in financial

disaster to most of the state governments. All 22 governors and the

Federal District representative signed contracts. The private schools

were not included in the FER program, therefore they will not be included

in this study.

In signing the contracts with the Ministry, the states agreed to

adhere to many constraining clauses, most of which had been previous

talLELLISPlicv.

Among other things, the contracts required each state to:23

1. increase annually state appropriations for education con-
sistent with the growth of the total state budget,

2. hire only teachers who meet the qualification standards
established by the Ministry, and select them by special
examination,

3. replace all non-qualified teachers (primary and secondary)
within a period of two years,

4. create positions for supervisors at the ratio of 1 for
every 200 teachers,
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5, 'reorganize the state offices of education to agree with
recommendations of the Ministry,

6, manage the wage-scale and personnel promotions consistent
with Ministry policy and national law,

permit the Ministry,to supervise the stateibudgetary expen.,
ditures in education,

8. demonstrate the availability of funds before hiring addi*.
tional teachers,

9. accept the presence of a Ministry official (a d a
who is authorized to supervise, all matters mentioned in
the contract as well as investigate irregularities found
in other segments of the state educational systems.

"There was almost nothing in the contract regarding the Ministry's

obligations to the states that it hadn't already been doing," &former

Minister said in an interview. In other words, the agreements came at

little cost to the Ministry, however, in one swift stroke the individual

states had. apparently voluntarily surrendered their decision-making au-

tonomy as well as opened the door for the first time for the Ministry to

supervise the administrative processes of the state secretariats of edu-

cation.

The contract requires each state (and the Federal District) to es-

tablish a special hank account to receive the monthly state and national

contributions to education. This fund is to be managed by the state

treasurer, but managed separately from the general budget of the state,

To date, such funds have never been established for secondary schools;

only primary schools have entered into the procedure.24 The contract

states that the Ministry will appoint a Aelestado (delegate) ". .who

will have as a principle function to watch over each and every operation

affecting the fund, and especially to intervene in the accounting."
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At the end of the contracts is a statement saying, in effect, that

if for any reason a state cannot meet its monthly contribution to the

' fund, or violates any of the clauses, the national contribution to the

'fund would cease immediately and any unexpended money would have to be

returned. This clause, of course, poses a sanction which, if invoked,

would cause severe economic repercussions in sty state in the nation.

It is the only negative sanction present in the contract and represents

an ultimate recourse in the case of non-compliance.

_gsAgrattizaionalTlidtheFERProrato

Earlier in this paper it was noted that various organizational in-

gredients necessary for the existence of an effective system were notice-

ably missing in the pre-reform educational system in Colombia. Through

the creation and signing of the contracts, many of the badly arranged or

missing pieces fell into place. For example, the contract: (a) provided

for a single major power center in the Ministry by constraining the de-

cisional discretion previously enjoyed by the states; (b) established an

incentive system which stipulated how the states could receive funding

and services from the Ministry as well as the conditions under which

these benefits could be lost; (c) dictated 'a personnel pattern upgrading

the process of supervision, hiring, and promotion; (d) created a precise

communication pattern through the deleRados who were physLlally stationed

in the offices of the secretariats of education; and (e) established the

precedent of continued appraisal and reform of the state secretariats of

education. The Ministry officials insist on calling the FER program a

decentralization process because, they argue, the presence of a delegado

making decisions in each state means decisions are regionalized. In re-
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ality, the FER program is a process of centralization of decision-making

because the Ministry, acting through the deleszado, now makes decisions

that used to be made exclusively by state officials.

In short, the contract provided the mechanism to turn the public

educational system from a collection of loosely knit, relatively inde-

pendent educational subsystems into a coordinated network in pursuit of

a single body of policy. However, as later sections of this paper will

illustrate, providing such mechanisms on paper and enforcing them in

practice are two distinct tasks. A reform is not carried out solely by

drafting rules, signing contracts or giving orders. It must be carried

out in the minds actions and motivations of the participants if it is

to have any real chance of success. The next section of this paper will

examine the reform as it developed in practice.

The Reform in Practice,

The Colombian experience with the FER program in its fev short

years of existence; has witnessed numerous battles in individual states,

and the result across the nation can be seen as a patchwork of success-

es and failures.

Specifying the number of states where the PER program is function-

ing satisfactorily is subject to educated speculation, not only because

the figure can change from moment to moment, but because varying stand-

ards of evaluation are applied by different commentators on the subject.

However, the best approximation the writer was able to arrive at suggests

that by January of 1973 of the 23 programs, at least 8 were functioning

well and collaborating with PER, 5 were functioning well and not collab-

orating, and 10 were not collaborating and in various stages of disorgan-
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ization.
25

An event took place in January of 1973 which may soon change

these figures, but this incident will be taken up later. This section

of the paper will, therefore, discuss the PER experience from its incep-

tion to 1973.

To understand the forces and counterforces at work in the reform,

it is necessary to examine the characteristida of t40 toles of the prin-

ciple combatants, notably, the state secretariats of education, the Min-

istry's representatives in the states (the delegados), and the central

figures in the Ministry itself.

21A1Alalgjecretariat of Education

Most secretaries of education (and the governors they represent)

think of the PER program as an insult to their integrity if not their

intelligence. Afterall, they argue, it was placed on them as a means of

controlling their actions and they don't need or want such control. Un-

fortunately, the history of Colombian education has proven this not to

be so in many cases. Two years after the PER program began, one study

reported:

Many of the Secretariats of Education are inoperative because
of their bad organization. In some cases one encounters an
official around whom revolves all the activities of the in-
stitution, and when he is absent everything is paralyzed.
Some employees don't have defined functions and others are
found moving from job to job without responsibilities of any
nature. In brief, the problems and disorganization that can24
be encountered in the secretariats' offices are innumerable. "

Irregular practices have tended to crop up in most states from time

to time, but in some these practices seemed to be normal operating pro-

cedures. Two years after the PER program began a report came out' on the

operations of one secretariat's office which possibly set a new standard

of inefficiency. In the report it became clear that the state had
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1. Of the 2,100 primary school teachers in the state, 1,131
do not meet minimum standards.

2. In March of 1970, 420 new teachers were appointed for
political reasons without having funds in the budget to
pay them.

3. It is not possible to remove the unqualified teachers
because the political pressures over the secretary of
education won't permit it.

4. The state uses educational funds for other purposes.

5. The delestado is not permitted to approve expenditures
from the PER fund.

6. When the principal of a school is changed, everyone down
to the janitors are changed.

The FER program often seemed incapable of coping with practices such

as those listed above. An internal Ministry memo in 1970 stated, the

state officials ". . .give complete promises regarding compliance with

the contracts, but they carry out a different policy altogether."

In terms of organizational structure, the lack of response can be'

attributed partially to the fact that the secretary of education is re-

sponsible to the governor of his state and not the Minister of Education.

But the problem goes much deeper than that. Basically, the role of sec-

retary of education is a political position with political priorities as

well as an educational position with educational priorities.

The secretaries of edikation in-Colombia, a university professor of

educational administration pointed out, aro usually medical doctors,

lawyers, or businessmen who see this position as an important stepping

stone which can launch them on a political career. It would be difficult

to say that they accept the post becausc of any special sense of personal
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political bees because of the typically large budget that is managed by

the secretariat's offices-frequently the largest single amount of public

money in,the state. It is also desirable because many hundreds of

teaching jobs are controlled in each state by this office.

With regards to the selectiot. process of secretaries of education

a Ministry official replied:

A governor does not have a free selection of his secretary of
education. The political leadership of both political parties
present their candidates for the position and the governor
makes his choice. Educators cannot perform the political
activities which are necessary to get their names on the wait-
ing list for an appointment; therefore they can never become
secretaries of education.

Thus, an incentive system built into the educational organization at the

state level has a tendency to be oriented toward providing rewards through

the political system rather than the. educational system.

In some senses, then, the educational system is an extension of the

political system, and nowhere is this more evident than in the selection

of teachers. For example, a delegado pointed out why his state officials

frequently hire teachers who do not meet the minimum standards. "Because

these teachers bring votes and graduates from normal schools don't," he

said. "They are picked through the recommendation of the politicians

and through them the politicians get votes." It should also be pointed

out that many unqualified individuals are selected because teachers with

degrees often are not willing to teach in rural areas.

Also, certain leadership characteristics of the Colombian profession-

al are forced to the surface from time to time because of the imposition

of the FER program. Richard Renner writes of these leadership character-
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istics sayings

The leader of an organization is usually expected to determine
most of its policies, frequently without even consulting his
closest supporters. Followers tend to judge their leader by
the pover he wields and place a premium upon his ability to
outmaneuver rival groups. His personal reputation and strength*
of Character also contribute to his effectiveness as a leader."

This trait of individualism has shown up time and again in the PER

program and has resulted in many serious clashes between the governor or

his secretary of education and the 49Iegado. A secretary of education

reported on one such incident involving the governor of his state. "An

earlier delekado we had here tried to nullify some of the teacher appoint.

manta the governor had made, and the governor got mad. He put the d le.

WI on the first plane for Bogota, and formally revoked the contract

through an irate letter to the Minister." Although this governor for-

mally revoked the contract, other governors as a result of similar clash-

es chose zimply to ignore the contract. It is important to note that in

this case, and many others as well, the delegado was only performing his

duty in accordance with the requirements of the contract.

Another faCtor significantly affecting the functioning of the sec-

retariats of education is the high rate of turnover inithe position.. One

reason for this is that occupants of the post are not career educators

and their motivation toward the job is limited. Also, even though the

secretariat is a full time job, the occupants usually continue on the

side with their regular professions. (The writer had at least one inter-

view interrupted because the secretary of education had to go to the hos-

pital to operate.) This feature makes it very easy for any secretary to

resign at a moments notice.
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Also, by tradition (and political necessity) an appointment to the

secretariat must be made to someone who-is a resident of that state.

This peculiarity means that talented and experienced administrators can-

not be moved across state boundaries to fill posts in great need of such

qualified individuals.

Finally, due to the intense political pressures, the high rate of

turnover, and the general lack of administrative training, the secretar-

iats usually do not need any more cause for inefficiency than they can

generate for themselves. however, the nation adds to the problem by the

way it promulgates educational law and policy. The governing educational

code is cumulative with contributions being made by the President, Con-

gress, the Minister of the Treasury, the Director General, Vice Minister

and Minister of Education, as well as all 22 governors, and 22 secretaries

of education. Thus, because of the complexity and dispersion of the edu-

cational policy, coupled with the high turnover rate, it is not difficult

to understand why many secretaries do not develop an operational knowledge

of how the educational system should work. Many of these posts, therefore,

are in a continual state of trying to get organized.

The DeleRado

The first wave of 23 deleRados assumed their posts early in 1969 and

began their attempts to mount the control machinery of the FER program.

While some reported a quick and smooth adoption of the program, others

were frozen out of meaningful participation from the beginning.

As previously stated, the problem existed befdre FER came about be-

cause when national money earmarked for education arrived in the common

funds of the states, the nation would lose all control over how that money
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was actually used. Through the contracts, the states were obliged to

establish separate bank accounts for the national and state contributions

to education and thejelekados were to have powers of vigilance, inter-

vention, and, in the case of hiring teachers, formal approval.

However, in the majority of the atates when the national funds ar-

rived monthly at the state treasury, the state treasurer placed them in

a separate bank account as required but did not authorize the delegadq

access to the accounting. Without such access, the '1 gado_was blind _

to most of the administrative activities taking place in the state edu-

cational system. There was no stable pattern, however, and over the

-months and years some de egados gained,considerable influence over-the

state educational expenditures and others lost what they had initially.

As of June of 1973 over half of the kplekadosstill did not have access

to the accounting as required by the contracts.

Also, the illicit procedures the contracts intended to terminate

still continued to crop up. For example, one $1eleaado reported:

It wasn't until 1971 that I was authorized to approve the dis-
patch of funds from the PER account. Once when I was here
prior.to that time, some national PER money, to the extent of
6.5 million pesos,- was removed from the education account and
userfOr public construction. It was during election time
and it produced a huge deficit. Who knows how much more was
used. The system wasn't Working well enough to prevent this
because I wasn't given authority to examine the books.

Some deleeados were frozen out of state operations from the begin-

ning. In late-1972 a public research institution reported on four such

Situation's._

The office-of the deleeado is located outside t 'e stati'Offices_

1
-644 tiking-fiv0 InforMAPrelationsfiipszdittio0 t WeititalIii.-
:400'0Affi4pAtibh-Of'ilie 4 1 ad'it'011'in'th,140-64611-Of
Sile6tiottahrtipiriaing-'6, titditig;-'ciint6i-mici-ekeaatidh'-cif
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the budget, coordination of resources, technical and Adminis-
trative advice or any other activity relatedogo the accomplish-
ment of tho obligations inherent in the job.

By Ministry policy, all deleRados should have the authority to issue

final approval over the hiring of teachers; but according to a Ministry

official only 11 have acquired that power in practice. 30
"It depends on

the governor," he said, "and some governors simply won't permit it. In

the 11 cases it is quite possible that a new governor will arrive tomor-

row and won't permit it."

Those deleRados who have the power of approving teacher appointments

can use it very effectively. Stated one deleRado:

The governors and secretaries of education are very jealous of
their prerogatives. They don't want anyone to have anything
to do with the actual appointment of new teachers. But the
deleftados have another manner of controlling the hiring with-
out sticking their noses in the governor's prerogatives,
ask that the state send to my office all the appointments they
make. It doesn't make any difference to me who appoints them.
When the list arrives here, we say that the fund can pay X
teachers and 'you Nr. Governor appointed X too many and we
cannot pay them.' Because the secretary knows this they don't
appoint any more than have been approved in the budget.

A fundamental problem with the deleRado role is that it is neither

a line nor a staff position, but an odd mixture of the'two, This feature

creates many complications. Blau and Scott define these concepts, saying

t.
. . .line officials possess formal authority, whereas staff members fur-

nish specialized and technical advice to the appropriate line officials

-in the organizational hierarchy." 31
It is'true that the-AeleRado has

some linetype authority,-sUch as approval of teacher-hiring,-biit it it

also true'that a govethor-can usually block -the',deleRado-from taking tic-

lion'ithe'so chooses,

Iti-pratfice-,Ahe
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advising the secretary of education and reporting illicit activities back

to the VAnirtry. Also, the limits of the authority the deleeados have

are not precisely defined. Said one deloRado,, "What our authority actu-

ally is all seems very diffuse. It is based on personal statements from

Bogota, traditions, letters, telegrams, and telephone calls. There are

also two or three specific degrees on the tasks of the Alialagelo." When

a clash over authority comes at the state level, the problem is usually

transferred quickly up to the central Ministry officials where the ar-

bitration is carried out.

liiring by special exam is an important part of the Ministry's-de,

sire to upgrade the quality of teachers entering the state school sys-

tems, According to the contracts, and its own policy, any state not

hiring by special exam will lose its national funding for education. A

delegado reported on a'common occurrence:

This year when 15Q new state teaching positioas_ were_appr014.1
-to bepaid by the nation,'I requested= that they be selected by_
special eXaMieation. I- sent a telegram to the MiniSter and 'the_
Director General saying that it would be.opportune if the Nation-
al Examination Institute sent.ipeople here'to give the exam.: My
reply was''the only condition'forJairing would be that the
teachers have diplomas froM normal-schools;' The political
directors of the state then selected the new teachers based on
the :lumber of votes they could bring in for the next-election.
It was like throwing chunks of meat'to hungry lions at the zoo.

When questioned about this back at the Ministry of Education, an official.

replied, Ve have wanted-tolorce-thip special exam on the states but

in the -three or' -four states where'it has-been useVit'hasn't turned out

well -The selaetiOn-ei teachers wasn't-based otrtha-results of-the exam

beCause-61 0411i1441'Oreiatilai."

lthafiy-ricama'deleeados have ba66 abtaeiaf41--at-'their.--atie6 brt:6
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get secretaries of education to rehabilitate their administrative opera-

tions, while other deleRados have felt that this has been the most exas-

perating task of all. Said one disgruntled d gado:

Even though the contract says that I can intervene in the or-
ganization of the administrative affairs of the state govern-
ment regarding education, I haven't had a chance to do this.
When I talked with them about new ways of operating, they
listened and said everything was very good, everything was
perfect, everything was magnificent regarding my, suggestions,
but nothing was ever put into practice. Personally, I get
along very well with the state officials. We go to parties
together, we drink together, but when we talk about PER, its
something else.

In short, the organizational role housing the delestado is fragile,

and its ability to function depends heavily on the voluntary cooperation

of the state officials, the personal tact of the delezado, and the Wck-

ing support of the Ministry.

The Administrative Councils

Not long after the contracts were signed, the Ministry used an ap.,

pendage to the contract to create an administrative council to govern

the FER program in each state. On the surface the councils had the ap-

pearance of broadening the decision-making process into a more repre-

sentative instrument, but their latent function was to continue dimin-

ishing the firm grip the governors and their secretaries of education

maintained over the state educational systems.

Where previously the state officials made-their own decisions about

the financing and-operatiOn'of-state sthOolsl'the-administrative count

cils would-place authofity over conddee'of'tfie=PER programs in the

-hands of six voting councll-tembets: the governor; the secketaky,-0

ucatiCiWthe'CliieVU:Olannifigi, a parent; -a- teacher; AneiWdelegadq.
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Decisions on all subjects were to be made by majority vote; but not will-

ing to take any chances, the Ministry included the following statements

"In order to be valid, all agreements of the council require the signa

ture of the Minister or his delegado." In, other words, the delefakdo was

given veto power over all actions of the council in his state. Such al-

council could have been a very constructive instrument had it been ac"

cepted in the spirit of furthering educational development, but in prac=.

tice the state and the Ministry officiate tended to view it as_an instru-

ment of.fiscal control. As a decision-making Instrument the council in ,

most of the states has been notably ineffectual; mainly because the4ov.

ernors have recognized it as a device intended to carve away even more

of their power. In some states the council was never created,-in others

it was created but the governor never called meetings, yet in others

meetings were called but only to ratify what had already been decided

beforehand. One delegado writing to the Ministry in 1972 expressed. lis

frustration at trying to initiate the council's operation:

Despite the insistence and complaints (I have made), the gov-
ernors these past years have not assembled (the administrative
council) or even recognized the functions that the same state
officials have confirmed by decree. Ai sucht.the council Me
always been null. It was born dead.

By its own policy, the Ministry is obliged to cut off national fund=

ins to those states which do not form an-administrative council. In an

interview, one deleRado-reparted on-his'expetiehte -With this pOlicy.

When I 4rtiyedIn-thia job-I 'fOrscrthat there e-waa not an
administrailVe-tq400104-010:40 omt
-i sent WbfgantlOterAii'Wttial4OfWiek'and-ajett0-05 .

thar1iiiii*MiiiiftiV4akit*--tA0-thwittliped
never -not

one wad



The Ministry has never suspended its support because a state did not put

into operation an administrative council.) and this is significant because

most of the states have never had an operative council.

Sanction and Control

An age-old homily has it that "a rule without penalty is mere ad..

vice.", The notion of reward and penalty (positive and negative sanction)

are fundamental elements in the, management process as it seeks to acorn-

plish the goats of the organization. In the PER program individual state

governments were to be rewarded by the receipt of national money if they

adhered to the requirements of the contractual clauses, By faulting on

the clauses, they would be obliged to suffer the consequences of- losing

national support.

However, in the fade of flagrant and repeated violations of the con-

tracts in many of the states,-the Ministry hai suspended.its support only

on one-occasion (for a period of three weeks -in one stat4. The'iseue

of why the Ministry does not use its ultimate weapon is significant;- 4

Ministry-official responded to this issue:

If the Ministry were to suspend its payment0t,the state-would,
be unable-to pay the teachers and =a Wilce-wbuld-8000 61100.-
e have had considerable experience with strikes, andknow

what usually happens. ,When-th8-stiike-comes the-teachers

gath0,in-thelilaia and-:try- 45-044'in-OthWiaborAni6a8'and
*1148'ktT4riii140J:Thi;i the-4#16-10.1,0040-
Ministry of i4400.611 and rioi-"the-s tate gosoitionit..> tice
0'0000: Oi*ktf {es 44r:016-pppitdoiit-of-diti'ilitti"_off
-100 't4- OveilIWOof-OWW04'-ifkiiij 16.00444i A-ket
*Oft '04iitok'j from Ofir--64t ton even

h d' °caused tie= troubles.

One-Of-the' elezadoe- 46r44 a teve4fitwoomm0t.-i0444

-48Aue.
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When the states v!,uld not comply with the contract, the Min-
ister would often get mad and talk about suspending the monthly
payment to!tho state, but he never did. You must remember that
he is a politician too, and he must work with the governors who
are also politicians. The Minister is subject to the same po-
litical pressures from the governors that he can use on them.

In an interview with the secretary of education of a state where

there has been virtually no collaboration with the PER programi'40 was

liked if he was concerned that the Ministry might cut off its financial:

support. The secretary matter-of-factly replied, "We don't consider-it

threat. The teachers would go on strike and the Ministry doesn't want

that." Then does the Ministry really have any mechanism to force OQUow

pliance?, Ministry officials were queried. "In this case, ". replied one,_

"the Ministry has no power of control. Poi all practical purposes,'it

has been converted into a voluntary compliance contract. _It-i0 left to

the governor who wants to comply with the contract to make it work."

In short, the Ministry has not followed the practice of using its

power of negative sanction because the fury and cage generated by cutting

off national support to_a state would fill back on the Ministry. Not has

the Ministry been _able to develop what might be called "middle-range

ianctions." Because the secretaries of Oducetion tend to be aspiring

politicians and not career educators, there is little that can be done

through the traditionalreiganizational practice-of contril through career

management. A secretary of education has no fear of not geit44 promoted

in the4ducational system becauee'thAt-is certainly net-one'of'bie-nb-,

jectives. Thus, in regards to- providing organisational control through

sanction, the only racOursels recoutWanCita

--application'is-coribidated-lo be'inappropriate.
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Even though the PER program has been ridden with difficulties, as

is the case with all change oriented programs most observers agree that

the practice of organization and administration of the public primary

schools bsgAtlyt_perovedre.onasinificaIbiasinc1968. The number

of teacher strikes has been reduced the states are more responsive to

Ministry policy and irregularities in management have declined consider-

ably. Also, the organizational processes involving authority, communi-

cation, personnel, and rule elaboration have notably improved over the

pre-reform era. In short, definite progress is being recorded.

It is the writer's judgment that any measure of success that the

PER program might enjoy probably cannot be attributed to any powers of

control built into the contract. This paper has demonstrated that a gov-

ernor can override the contract at his pleasure. It is the writer's

opinion that what the PER program has done is to wear away at a tradi-

tion of administrative independence at the level of state government.

Prior to the reform the state leaders tended to look at the Ministry con-

trolling policy in the context of what Alvin Gouldner refers to as "mock

rules." That is, "Rules (which) are neither enforced by management nor

obeyed by the workers."32

Through the PER program the Ministry has succeeded in making a semi -

convincing argument that it is now quite serious about fiscal responsi-

bility, adMinistrative efficiency, and disciplined decision making at

the level of state government. ,The presence of the delekado, his con-

stant reminderb of official policy, and attempts to check the state

recordirserves as a daily prodding to state officials. The wards "semi=
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convincing argument" were used because the state officials are also aware

that the Ministry is not yet serious enough to start making the hard de-

cisions about suspending national funds for violations of the contract.

To date, this clause still remains in the category of a "mock rule."

Taking advantage of the enthusiasm generated over a new national law

on educational finance, the Ministry developed a new set of contracts for

the governors to sign.
33

In terms of control, the new contracts are dif-

ferent from the old in one rather curious way--they are weaker.
34

For

example, in the original contract 13 dplezados were given the power of

approval over the hiring of new teachers, and the new contract makes no

mention of this. The reason for this de-escalation is attributed to the

need to reduce the level of tension between the state officials and the

Ministry in regards to PER. It is the Ministry's hope that this approach

may create a spirit of understanding and cooperation which, in the long

run, may prove to be morg effective than direct control procedures.

,E'ER and the Future

The PER program is a transitional device which will probably evolve

through planning into a more effective mechanism of educational develop-

ment. In designing an improved organizational structure, at least two

basic issues must be dealt with. First, the state educational leaders

must be directly responsible to the Minister of Education and not to an

intermediate official such as a governor. Second, the number-of educa-

tional subsystems must be reduced from 23 to, say, six or eight regional

offices. Sy cutting down on the multiplicity of educational systems, it

becomes possible-to staff the larger units-with-qualified, career oriented



educational administrators. It also reduces the problems of coordinating,

planning and executing decisions, as,gell as permits an efficient degree

of decentralization related to regional needs.

Most important of all, by expanding the size of the local education-

al subsystems to dimensions covering two or three states, the local po-

litical influence that now dominates the administrative process should

be dramatically diminished. In short, if the leaders of the new educa-

tional units are employees of the Ministry who report to the Minister,

and the boundaries of the system go beyond the boundaries of any single

state, it will be extremely difficult for local politicians of any single

state to get control of the management of the system.

Dramatic changes such as the two mentioned are more than simply a

remote possibility. In recent years the Ministry has been assuming more

and more of the cost of state primary school education and the pressure

from the states is intense in advocating that the nation pay for all such

education. When the nation finally does assume the entire burden, a

natural shift in responsibility from the governors to the Ministry can

take place. With this shift in responsibility, it will be possible for

the Ministry to establish a limited number of regional offices of educe,

tion to govern the primary and secondary school programs:in Colombia.

In closing, it might be appropriate to say that because a reform

confronts traditions, vested interepts,-_and established-mental attitudes,

changes do not suumuili follow the drawing of plans and--the eigning'of

documents. As the ColoMbian experience has-shown,-change comes slowly,

but it dope indeed come.
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